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Pocket Data Mining: Big Data on Small Devices (Studies in Big Data)Springer, 2013

	Owing to continuous advances in the computational power of handheld devices like smartphones and tablet computers, it has become possible to perform Big Data operations including modern data mining processes onboard these small devices. A decade of research has proved the feasibility of what has been termed as Mobile Data...
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Kindle Fire: Out of the BoxO'Reilly, 2011

	Since the release of the original iPad, Apple has dominated the tablet market.

	With Apple’s characteristically sleek styling, attention to user experience, and

	marketing savvy, it’s no surprise that the field has been the iPad versus everyone

	else. Until now.





	Though it’s been the undisputed king of...
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jQuery Mobile: Develop and DesignPeachpit Press, 2012

	Smartphone, tablet, and e-reader statistics are showing an unprecedented adoption rate, making the mobile web a very hot topic and requiring a new set of skills from web developers and designers. Mobile device usage is skyrocketing; according to Nielsen’s third-quarter 2011 Mobile Media Report, “44 percent of...
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Learning Windows 8 Game DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Learn how to develop exciting tablet and PC games for Windows 8 using practical, hands-on examples


	Overview

	
		Use cutting-edge technologies like DirectX to make awesome games
	
		Discover tools that will make game development easier
	
		Bring your game to the latest touch-enabled PCs...
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Top-Down Network Design (3rd Edition)Cisco Press, 2010

	The purpose of Top-Down Network Design, Third Edition, is to help you design networks that meet a customer’s business and technical goals. Whether your customer is another department within your own company or an external client, this book provides you with tested processes and tools to help you understand traffic...
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Dreamweaver CC For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	Turn your wonderful website dreams into robust realities with the help of Dreamweaver CC For Dummies!


	Creating dynamic websites is easy with Dreamweaver CC and this friendly, full-color guide. Updated for the latest version of Adobe's world-renowned web development tool, Dreamweaver CC For...
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Android Apps for Absolute BeginnersApress, 2011

	Over the last two years, Google’s Android operating system (OS) has gone from a virtually
	unknown open source solution to the current mobile OS market leader among all mobile
	handsets, with over one-third of the market share, and it’s still climbing rapidly. Android has even
	started to dominate the tablet OS marketplace, and...
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Troubleshoot and Optimize Windows 8 Inside Out: The ultimate, in-depth troubleshooting and optimizing referenceMicrosoft Press, 2012

	
		You’re beyond the basics, so dive right into optimizing Windows® 8—and really put your PC or tablet to work! This supremely organized reference packs hundreds of timesaving solutions, troubleshooting techniques, and workarounds. It’s all muscle and no fluff. Discover how the experts keep their Windows 8 systems...
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Pro Android UIApress, 2014

	If you’re an Android application developer, chances are you’re using fixed, scrolling, swipe-able, and other cutting-edge custom UI Designs in your Android development projects. These UI Design approaches as well as other Android ViewGroup UI layout containers are the bread and butter of Pro Android User Interface (UI) design and...
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HTML5 Mobile Websites: Turbocharging HTML5 with jQuery Mobile, Sencha Touch, and Other FrameworksFocal Press, 2011

	Build HTML5-powered mobile web experiences with the aid of development frameworks that speed the development of Native App-like experiences. Build on your foundation of HTML and JavaScript with a complete understanding of the different mobile Web browser technologies. You get carefully detailed techniques that are illustrated in full color so...
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ZBrush Character Creation: Advanced Digital SculptingSybex, 2011

	A stunning, content-rich update to this top-selling ZBrush guide!


	This second edition of ZBrush Character Creation has been fully updated for ZBrush 4, the newest version of this fascinating and popular 3D sculpting software. ZBrush enables users to create detailed organic models using a brush-based toolset and...
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Learning Android Application Programming for the Kindle Fire: A Hands-On Guide to Building Your First Android ApplicationAddison Wesley, 2012

	The Amazon Kindle Fire is one of the most exciting and popular new Android devices available to consumers and application developers alike. It‘s so popular, in fact, that in the six weeks the Amazon Kindle Fire was available for purchase at the end of 2011, 3.9 million units were sold, accounting for over 14 percent of the tablet...
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